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Beyond Magic In the dead of night, Christa Young discovers what happens to a select few while they sleep.
A master dream weaver invades her mind and administers a series of extreme dream tests. Christa yearns for
the nightmares to end. In uncharted territory, her parents are unable to help. Fortunately, Christa discovers
she is not alone, when Brandon MacKay, a popular teenage boy at her school, who once experienced similar
nightmares, offers to help. After passing a final dream test, Christa is transported to an esoteric school in the
astral dimension. Usoa, the master dream weaver, greets her and reveals the purpose of his tests and guides
her to the Great Hall. Christa is awestruck by the school’s technology and magnificent architecture. In the
Great Hall Usoa introduces her to the infamous David, who is able to probe any mind to its deepest level.
The students fear and avoid David, yet Christa feelings inexplicably drawn to his mysterious depths. David
introduces Christa to her personal tutor and guide – none other than her earthly friend, Brandon MacKay.
Christa is plunged into profound realizations about the forces of good and evil. Demonic forces were
originally created to challenge and help transform humankind into a strong and resilient race. The plan went
terribly wrong when these demonic challengers changed the rules and came up with their own plans for
humanity’s destruction. The astral school’s purpose is to re-establish the balance between the opposing
forces of good and evil. It prepares students to spy on and interfere with the evil forces, to ensure human
advancement continues. Christa’s astonishing morphing skills allow her to transform herself into a fly,
making her the ultimate astral spy. Christa’s psychic abilities are also becoming prevalent in her normal
awake life, causing huge problems. As each night passes, more of Christa's extraordinary talents are
revealed. These enable her to rescue lost souls from the lower astral planes and spy on meetings held by the
evil antagonist, Dallcomas. The fight against evil turns personal when Christa learns that her older sister's
life is at stake. One of the demons is influencing her sister's new boyfriend, Steve Hilton. No one suspects
that this smooth talking guy is actually a major drug dealer, not even her sister, Ashley. Christa's parents are
thrilled with Steve and agree to let him take Ashley to the senior prom graduation party, where he can easily
begin the process of addicting Ashley to recreational drugs. Matters grow even more complicated when
Christa falls in love with the mysterious David, with whom she shares a mysterious bond. However, the
possibility arises that David may be a secret student of Dallcomas. His mind reading abilities make him a
perfect candidate for being turned to the dark side, but Christa is convinced this cannot be true. Christa’s
newfound astral reality is full of angels and demons, masters and apprentices – a world that is, quite literally,
Beyond Magic.
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From reader reviews:

Tracey Egan:

What do you in relation to book? It is not important along? Or just adding material when you require
something to explain what the one you have problem? How about your extra time? Or are you busy
particular person? If you don't have spare time to do others business, it is make one feel bored faster. And
you have time? What did you do? Everybody has many questions above. They have to answer that question
simply because just their can do that will. It said that about book. Book is familiar on every person. Yes, it is
proper. Because start from on jardín de infancia until university need this kind of Beyond Magic to read.

Matthew Williams:

The ability that you get from Beyond Magic may be the more deep you excavating the information that hide
in the words the more you get enthusiastic about reading it. It does not mean that this book is hard to be
aware of but Beyond Magic giving you thrill feeling of reading. The author conveys their point in a number
of way that can be understood by means of anyone who read this because the author of this guide is well-
known enough. This book also makes your current vocabulary increase well. That makes it easy to
understand then can go with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We propose you for having
this Beyond Magic instantly.

Sylvia Cunningham:

Reading a e-book tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With looking at you can get a lot of
information that may give you benefit in your life. With book everyone in this world can certainly share their
idea. Publications can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their reader with their story or
even their experience. Not only situation that share in the guides. But also they write about the ability about
something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your kids, there are many
kinds of book which exist now. The authors in this world always try to improve their talent in writing, they
also doing some analysis before they write to their book. One of them is this Beyond Magic.

Debbie Gray:

On this era which is the greater person or who has ability in doing something more are more valuable than
other. Do you want to become one of it? It is just simple solution to have that. What you should do is just
spending your time little but quite enough to have a look at some books. On the list of books in the top listing
in your reading list will be Beyond Magic. This book that is qualified as The Hungry Hills can get you closer
in turning out to be precious person. By looking up and review this guide you can get many advantages.
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